
Fun with Math 

Math is all around you! Please refer to the packets sent home for math 

activities. Here are some additional fun activities you can do at home that will 

support the work we’ve done at school with math.  

 

Number Sense  

1. Skip counting: count by 2s, 5s, and 10s. A variation of this is skip counting 

by 2s, 5s, and 10s, but start with a number other than zero – “Skip count 

by 2s starting at the number 7.”  

2. Guess my secret number: “I’m thinking of a number that is between 100 

and 200.” As your child guesses, give them hints by saying if their guess is 

greater or less than the secret number. 

3. I have, I wish I had: Say “I have ____.” Then say “I wish I had ___.” Insert a 

number that they can create by adding or subtracting their ten fingers. 

This is a great way for them to quickly count up or down and no supplies 

are needed! Here is an example: 

Addition: “I have 12, I wish I had 17.” Your child should hold up five fingers 

to add to your 12, for a sum of 17. 

Subtraction: “I have 17, I wish I had 9.” Your child should hold up eight 

fingers to subtract from your 17, for a difference of 9.   

Card Games 

A great resource for cards is the dollar store. You can always make your own 

set of number cards, as well.  

1. Try For Ten: Play this math card game alone or as a team. Lay out 20 cards 

on the table (leave out face cards or change them to equal 0, while Aces 

equal 1). Kids remove sets of cards that add up to 10, ultimately trying to 

remove all the cards from the table. It’s harder than you think! 

2. Card Bingo: Remove the face cards and have each student layout a 4x4 

playing “board” of cards. Remaining cards (or a second deck) are placed 

face down, and a caller flips over a card. Any player who has that number 

on their board turns the face card down. Play continues until one player 

has a row flipped over horizontally, vertically, or diagonally and calls 

“Bingo!” 

3. Close Call: The best math card games are simple at heart. To play Close 

Call, each player deals themselves four cards then determines how to 

arrange them, so they make two two-digit numbers that add up close to 

100 without going over. For a subtraction version, work to get as close to 

zero as possible.  


